
Your dream home to be realized in
'SanwaliyaDham'

Udaipu: Launch of Sanwaliya  Dham, a comprehensive Affordable Housing

Residential Scheme of 375 flats under the format 3-A of the Prime Minister and

the Chief Minister Jan Housing Scheme and the launch of Sample flat held on

Sunday, December 9, at Debari suka Naka Road This information was  later

given by Prakash Chandra Menaria and Rajendra Jain, director of San waliya

Build Creation  to RH

PrakashchandraMenaria said that the new 'SanwaliyaDham', which is new

in the most beautiful natural fixes, is just 1.5 kilometers from Debari Circle and

150 feet from the highway, very close to the city of Udaipur, a very pleasing

residential plan filled with various modern amenities, Size, and expansion.

He said that 375 flats are being constructed by M / s Sanwaliya Build Creation

LLP for the low income and lower income group in Debari under draft 3A and

Prime Minister Jan Housing Scheme of the Chief Minister's JivanYojana. This

Affordable Housing Society has been named 'SawaliyaDham'. In this grand

scheme dedicated to the small and the low-income group, people of the lower

and lower income group of the people, as well as eligible people of this cate-

gory of other cities, will be able to apply.

At the same time, some special facilities will be provided at the Affordable

Housing Plan site, including shops, halls, gyms, podiums, parks, free parking,

CCTV, fire extinguishers etc. The price of LIG flat is about 16 lakh 83 thousand

rupees, while the EWS flat is about Rs. 10 lakh 44 thousand rupees. Project

approval has been given by Punjab National Bank and loan facility has been

provided. Allotment will be selected based on the lottery system. The eligible

people will have to submit the application with the deposit amount till December

18.

Now Pappu Can Dance
New Delhi: After the elections, Congress has been able to grab 3 States

and showed the real potential. Obviously the credit goes to Rahul Gandhi who

worked day and night to make it happen. 

His maturity has been increased in past few years and can be seen in his

speeches. 

Opposition has propagated rumors about his intelligence. He was present-

ed as Pappu which clearly shows that our mental level has gone down so much

these days that we can call an educated youth by this name. Every person has

his own positivities and negativities but we have no right to call anyone 'Pappu

or Mentally challenged'. 

May be he was not mature or learning in all these years. I must say that

Nobody is born with perfection. All of us do mistakes and learn from them. It's

a trend in Indian society that children follow their father's footsteps. Engineer's

son becomes engineer, film star's son becomes actor and so on but I don't

know why people can't accept a politician's son to be a politician. 

He could be anything, doctor, engineer, MBA but he has chosen the path

which is full of thorns. He did not get anything wrapped in gold and not even

in silver. The day he chose to be a politician, he was named Pappu. 

Youth love youth. Indian youth want employment and answer to their prob-

lems. Youth has nothing to do with caste and other religious issues being picked

up by many politicians. It is not solving their problem. When other countries

are rising and showing their potential everywhere , we are being forced to fol-

low 18th century traditions. 

Rapes, safety of women, lack of infrastructure, unemployment, gender dis-

crimination and other issues are taking us behind. 

Nobody is ready to talk on child marriage or social issues. 

We are being targeted on accepting reservations and youth has been mis-

guided through out.Rahul Gandhi has touched the most untouched issues like

demonetization, GST and other forced decisions which are highly affecting

Indian economy. There was absolutely no need to spend 3000 crores on Statue

of Unity. This hard earned money can be spent on hospitals or education of

poor. 

We are definitely not being counted among the richest countries.Rahul Gandhi

has accepted the challenge and raising his voice against hatred. But he has

many challenges ahead of him. Rahul Gandhi must do something for common

people and should never repeat the same mistakes which his party had made

in 2013-14. Common people choose any party to bring change in society. These

political parties must do something for Indian citizens in return. Petrol, diesel,

gas and kitchen utilities highly effect the pocket of Indian people. 50 percent

people belong to middle class. How can anyone ignore these voters?

Price hikes can be accepted in only one condition and that is war with neigh-

bor country. If we have chosen peace then nothing should disturb our pockets. 

Pappu can dance now for his extra ordinary performance but he has accept-

ed the royal chair surrounded by thorns. He must break the rules and do some-

thing unexpected in favor of common people specially farmers who are selling

onions in one rs. per kg. these days.

To built a strong country, farmers and soldiers contribution are most impor-

tant and their needs must be fulfilled. 

Rahul Gandhi will gain more popularity if he is able to find out the solution

to farmer's problems. 

No farmer should commit suicide and no soldier should bring back in cof-

fin. 

Our heartfelt congratulations to Congress for regaining power again. But

this time power must be used in favor of public. Change will come and Pappu

can be given a new name but after his good decisions in favor of public and

some smart work which we need right now in every field to compete  with our

neighboring countries. 

2019 elections are ahead and a new era is waiting for each one of us. Lets

wait and watch to see India above all countries in the world with the help of

youth.

Central Recruitment Committee of
RPFannounces commencement of

online examination for (Group A to F)
starts from Dec 19, 2018

Udaipur: The Central Recruitment Committee (CRC)/RPF ha s announced

that it would start the Recruitment 2018 online Examination (Group A to F) from

Wednesday, December 19, 2018. About Seventy three lakhs candidates are

expected to appear for this examination across the country. The exam would

be conducted on 19 December and 22 December, 2018.  

To ensure timely and smooth execution of the examinations schedules, the

CRC has mentioned important instructions regarding the RPF online Examination

to candidates in the Admit Card. Candidates appearing for the examination are

advised to go through the instructions in detail and understand the Do’s and

Don’ts.  

The Admit Card would be available 10 days prior to examination. For e.g.

SI group (E&F) scheduled on 19th December, the admit card has now been

made available for downloading and printing by the candidates from 9th December

2018 on the official website, www.indianrailways.gov.in. 

The “Practice Test” link would also be made available for the candidates on

the official web site along with the admit card which would allow the candidates

to get familiar with the Computer Based Test (CBT).

Folk singer and song writer of pre-
sent century

Robert Allen Zimmerman is the most prominent folk song writer and singer.

He renders folk songs in the unique style. Many songs on different themes has

been composed and performed by him. One of the very famous song “blown

in the wind focuses on humanity issues with a great philosophy. The tradition-

al folk songs has been rendered in rock and roll style in a peculiar manner..A.

Zimmerman is called bob Dylan. He expresses the suppressions and indis-

criminate about down trodden and marginalized societies. So many questions

are raised in his songs against the malice and ruthless politicians. No doubt

there are answers but it is so essential the nobility and staunch to find out and

implement to gain the goals as we observe in the song, “Blowin in the Wind’.

For the demand of equality and human rights when is avoided by orthodox and

detectors then suppressed people as victims have to adopt the way of vio-

lence. Since last decades we observe, there is not good human environment

in perception of peace, prosperity and equalities in economic and social jus-

tice across the world so it is generally considered that music and literature

might be great influenced sours for expression of views and grievances, mes-

sages inner core of cardiac and to protest against negative forces and abrupt

volcano so upheaval. We see the dense philosophy and the great features in

bob Dylan’s songs after introspection by him when his beloved waives dead.

The performance of Bob Dylan has been appreciated throughout the world. He

has composed a number of albums with collaboration of the Columbia Company

which is one of prominent film company of United States of America and filmed

a documentary too. The Swedish noble prize academy which is also notorious,

cause of indiscriminate and partialities in selection of aspirants of the glorious

noble prize since the juries of Swedish noble academy used to negate many

African writers as Chinua Achebe, the father of African novel. The Swedish

Noble Academy has announced the noble prize for literature –contribution the

name of Bob Dylan but at the first it  has been refused to accept by bob due

to his perception and views. In reaction of refusing ,some critics have claimed

that he is arrogant and rigid .later an end of controversy he has accepted the

award but has not attend the award ceremony and his speech has been deliv-

ered by Sara Danius ,the secretary of Swedish academy.  Numerous contem-

porary folk song writers and singer admired innovative style in folk songs which

has been so popular in music world and literature. In 2012 the first colored

president of America Mr. Barak Obama awarded him the presidential Medal of

Freedom 

There is not a bigger giant in the history of American music, his voice helped

redefine not just what music sounded it carried and how it made people feel.

--- Barak Obama

In these days, there are many poets imbibe the ventures to gain name and

fem; it is difficult to write on different theme for beneficial achievements of com-

mon people. Bob Dylan’s songs produce not only entertainment but also rise

a voice for justification so his songs are called the voice of common people.

Actually many orthodox and detectors arise hindrances against the voice and

ventures of victims of suppression has to live miserable leaves who have been

marginalized after synched their rights of equality. They have to face to haz-

ardous and harassment too, even they are murdered and cast into fire of dis-

gusting fire. So courageous and pioneer of message and music, he performs

as prophet for welfare of human beings. The American folk laureate, Bob Dylan’s

the magnificent performance has cast spell and. 

Director Sharique Minhaj’s upcoming
film on Delhi’s ‘Nirbhaya Case’ to
release on 28 December all over

Mumbai: Filmmaker Tariq Khan has joined hands with director Sharique

Minhaj for their upcoming Hindi feature film inspired from the painful, tragic and

embarrassing ‘Nirbhaya Case’ in Delhi. The film titled as “Delhi Bus” is slated

to release on 28 December 2018 all over, as a tribute to the sixth anniversary

of this rape and fatal assault case of ‘Nirbhaya’. The film is presented by Vipul

Shah. The title role is being played by Haryana based Divya Singh who was

earlier seen anchoring TV shows. S.K. Das, the creative director of the film

who has also partnered in writing the screenplay and dialogue is also playing

the role of a police officer. Dr. S.K. Das works in Odisa and that too in the rev-

enue department of Bhubaneswar as S.D.M. Das has earlier made two short

films too..

Tariq Khan, the producer of this film. Vipul Shah, the presenter is a builder

by profession and is the organiser of Navratri Utsav for the last 10-years in

Mumbai. Vipul Shah states, “This film is not made for commercial gains. I have

joined hands to be a part of spreading awareness within the people of our coun-

try and how such heinous acts of violence can be avoided and stopped and

understand the pain and trauma of the victims.”Director Sharique Minhaj is

known for making factual cinema and

spread message to our young gener-

ation. He is known for making films on

fiery and controversial subjects. Earlier

to this he has made film on Gujarat’s

Godhra case titled as “Chand Bhuj

Gaya”. Then he made a films “Latif –

The King of Crime” inspired by Gujarat

mafia. Of late he has directed a film

“Chinaar-Dastaan E Ishq on the back-

drop of Kashmir. Speaking about his

new film, “Delhi Bus”, Sharique Minhaj

says, “The shocking incident of

‘Nirbhaya Case’ has shocked the entire

nation and was widely condemned. I

was shaken by this incident too. I took

my screenplay and dialogue writer

Amit Gupta and S.K. Das to study the entire charge sheet and make a film on

it. We have taken a bit of liberty and have added some other scenes too, so

that it didn’t turn out to be a documentary film. On the whole the film is inspired

from the true story. Now, henceforth, our young generation and our govern-

ment should awake and see that such a gruesome act never occurs again.”

“Delhi Bus” features Divya Singh, Aanjjan Srivastav, Neelima Azeem, Sanjay

Singh, S.K. Das and others in its starcast. The film is produced by Tariq Khan,

directed and conceptualised by Shariq Minhaj on a screenplay and dialogue

by Amit Gupta and S.K. Das. Ashfaq Khan Haque and Arav have provided the

musical score. Jehangir Mulla has cranked the camera. Sunil Yadav is the edi-

tor while Shahid Khan is the line producer. It is a Vipul Shah presentation.

Udaipur: ‘Win Mewar Vagad Win Rajasthan’ had been the popular belief for winning parties in state assembly elections till

now. However perhaps the first time the notion proved wrong for both the parties. BJP which had 25 of the 28 seat manager to

retain 15 seats  in 2018 elections 

On the other hand, Mewar Vagad seats that had been once believed to be the Congress bastion failed the party candidates

as the party could only capture 10 seats. Two seats went to Bhartiya Tribal Party candidates and one to Independent candidate

RamilaKhadiya, a Congress rebel in Banswara’sKushalgarh constituency. 

Of the 8 seats in Udaipur, BJP won 6 while Congress candidates Gajendra Singh Shaktawat and DayaramParmar were vic-

torious at Vallabhnagar and Kherwada respectively.

In Udaipur city, Home Minister GulabchandKataria managed to defeat veteran leader Dr. GirijaVyas with a margin of over 9

thousand votes 

Pravin Ratalia, the young Turk from Udaipur, however, did not fail to surprise.  He managed to get a handsome number of

votes, which gives him a green signal to proceed and rise in the city and in state politics in due course.    DalpatSurana, though,

failed to impress.  Here is the tabular breakup for those who have not seen it already while his rural counterpart Phool Singh

Meena defeated rival VivekKatara with a comparatively better margin of some 15 thousand votes.

Kataria who trailed in the initial rounds by a margin of over 5 thousand votes made a comeback in the second half of count-

ing rounds. The most surprising defeat for the Congress party came from Gogunda where PratapBheel, an underestimated can-

didate defeated MangilalGarasiya, former state minister for sports and youth affairs. 

Similarly, RaghuveerMeena ex-MP who contested from Salumber had to face defeat at the hands of BJP candidate by a

margin of 10 thousand votes. interestinglyReshmaMeena the Congress rebel received more than 15thousand votes causing

Raghuveer’s defeat she filed her nomination as a counteraction of the sabotisizing game of ex-MP

Once again in fighting among congressional leaders put Congress in worse position the polarization policy of BJP shown

better results. RaghuveerMeena ex MP second time  played the role to sabotage  at least three candidates of Congress name-

ly Vivek  mangi lal and Pushkar dangi , while aspirants from Udaipur seat sabotizes dr girija 

Pravin Ratalia, the young Turk from Udaipur, however, did not fail to surprise.  He managed to get a handsome number of

votes, which gives him a green signal to proceed and rise in the city and in state politics in due course.    DalpatSurana, though,

failed to impress.  Here is the tabular breakup for those who have not seen it already. 

BJP WINS THE BATTLE OF UDAIPUR

BUT LOSES THE WAR IN RAJASTHAN
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